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Report Lerici project                                        Domenica Dininno  
        
How to study Archaeology by interacting with 3D 
artifacts 
 
Context  
 
The digital management of cultural heritage information is still a complex problem. In order to 
define shared methodologies to tackle the problem of three-dimensional reconstruction in the 
archaeological field, in the last two decades several relevant initiatives have been undertaken, 
including the Virtual Archaeology Special Interest Group (VASIG), the international 
Computer Application organization and quantitative methodology in Archaeology (CAA), and 
the European EPOCH project (www.epoch-net.org). 
These and other contributions have laid the foundations of the CVRO "London Charter, whose 
main objective is to establish internationally recognized  principles for the use of digital 
visualization of cultural heritage.  
Despite their limited outreach, traditional (physical) archaeological collections have been 
successfully employed in the past for supporting archaeological studies, for dating contexts and 
sites and for training archaeologists operating everyday in the field.  
Is it possible to create 3D collections capable of extensively supporting the community of 
students and researchers in the same efficient way? 
The aim of this study is to define and test new 3D acquisition workflows of cultural heritage 
employing High Performance Computing resources. Particularly, this project presents an 
approach for studying and efficiently managing the collection of Historiska Museet of Lund 
University, and is part of the project Dynamic collections already started in 2018 of the 
University of Lund coordinated by Nicolo Dell´Unto and Fredrik Ekengren in collaboration 
with Marco Callieri of Visual Computing Lab ISTI-CNR of Pisa. 
 
Main argument  
 
During fall 2019, 18 artefacts from the reference collection from the Lund University Historical 
Museum were used as test cases for defining 3D acquisition and visualization guide-lines. 
Those artefacts were used in the frame of different teaching activities for preliminary testing 
the efficiency of the web platform among the students.  
 

  
Figure 1. 3D artefact acquired for this project. 
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Methods of classifying/cataloguing the object  
 
The most common techniques for 3D reconstruction of monuments and statues exploit optical 
sensors. Particularly, the optical methods used for the visualization and the three-dimensional 
digital reconstruction of an object can be subdivided into two distinct types, namely active 
optical systems (Range-based Modeling, RBM) and passive optical systems (Image-based 
Modelling, IBM). The first class includes all those modelling techniques capable of producing 
laser waves which, after striking the surface of the object, are recorded by the instrument and, 
later, transformed into three-dimensional spatial information of the detected points. These are 
procedures that use expensive and delicate sensors, as laser scanners. The IBM methodologies, 
on the other hand, are based on the correspondence of homologous points on multiple two- 
dimensional images to reconstruct, through a mathematical process, the three-dimensional 
information of the analysed object.  
The researcher tested and compared several acquisition instruments and techniques for the 
definition of data recording and visualization best practice. 

 
 
This project foresees the integrated use of Range-based Modeling (RBM) and Image-based 
Modelling (IBM) this will allow to process the high resolution data (Remondino et al.2018, 
Campana and Remondino 2014, Scopigno et al. 2011).   
 

 
Figure 2. 3D models of Bronze Age artefacts made with photogrammetric technique. 
 
The workflow includes 3D reconstruction and visualization and data management with 3DHOP 
(http://vcg.isti.cnr.it/3dhop/), an open-source software created by Isti-CNR of Pisa. It is 
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package for the creation of interactive Web presentations of high-resolution 3D models, 
oriented to the Cultural Heritage field.  
 

 
Figure 3. Artefact acquired using the Artec 3D Space Scanner. The object is visualized using the online platform 
3DHOP.  
 
Instruments  
 
The Archeology Department of Lund University purchased for this project: 
-One high-resolution 3D scanner based on blue light technology - 3D Artec Space Spider-. The 
Space Spider is ideal for capturing small objects or intricate details in high resolution, with 
steadfast accuracy. The scanner’s ability to render complex geometry. 
 

 
Figure 4. 3D artefact acquired using the 3D Space Spider geometry, sharp edges is ideal for acquiring 
archaeological objects.  
 
-One Canon D6 mirrorless equipped with diffuse lights and turntable 360. This equipment is 
used for producing 3D photogrammetric models for the generation of high resolutions textures 
(color information).  
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Figure 5. Photogrammetry technique, example of application for this project.  
 
 
Applications and pedagogical impact 
 
The Dynamic Collection project aims to create 3D collections that can widely support the 
teaching of archaeological objects, obtaining more information from high quality 3D-
reproductions, able to capture morphological, proportional and technical details, useful in order 
to achieve identification typological and contexts. 
The purpose of this study is furthermore to test the use of 3D models in teaching during a 
course module on the Scandinavian Bronze Age in order to determine if they meet the  to meet 
the study needs of students, through the creation of a collaborative and experiential learning 
environment.  

 
Figure 6. This image displays the use of 3DHop to generate a section of the artefact. 
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The advantages of proposing the teaching of archeology through 3D collection are many. 
Students will have access to the material 24 hours a day, be able to study it from home, be able 
to see elements not present in the collection, be able to enlarge and see details that are not easily 
identifiable to the naked eye (graffiti or signatures, traces of work, traces of color, etc.), be able 
to measure the artifact, as well as be able to manipulate the illumination and visualization 
parameters with a click of a button. 
Moreover, thanks to the associated database, it will be possible to view the historical data of 
the collection, make comparisons with other pieces of the collection, as well as add 3D 
annotations. 
 
 
Our plan is to cover, incrementally, the whole collection, and then possibly expanding it by 
including other specimen coming from local museums and neighbor universities. 
We will present the project results at the 48th edition of the international conference in 
Computer Applications and Quantitative Methods in Archaeology, Oxford, UK.  
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